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Abstract
The emerging trends of the development of are based on rapid institutional transformations and
corresponding progressive forms of  value added creation.  Therefore,  the analysis  of  these
trends demand advanced and evidence-based approaches. Earlier, the processes of economic
industrialization,  implementation  of  large-scale  solutions,  high  localization  of  economic
processes were the priority directions for the development. Nowadays, the major proprieties are
such strategic focus for the development as the formation and large-scale replication of the
local low-concentrated growth points, diversification of business activity, and distribution of
technological,  institutional,  product developments; development of the social  parameters of
economic  growth  including  those  based on  the  principles  of  environmental  friendliness  of
business activities,  etc.  The complexity  and multidimensionality  of  the processes of  socio-
economic  development  create  a  basis  for  the  improvement  of  the  traditional  theoretical
approaches to modeling and forecasting of economic growth and, respectively, of the cyclic
development of  the economy. The strengthening of  globalization processes as well  as the
regionalization  of  the  economy,  formation  of  the  complex  and  mobile  dynamic  structures
generating the crisis phenomena make relevant the problem of the modern regulation of the
cyclic development of the economy. Its solution is impossible with classical methods of the
cyclist theory. The traditional approaches for the modeling of the cyclic development of the
economy can lead to a decline in the quality of the predictive models constructed on the basis
of  extrapolation  methods  with  the  application  of  the  scenario  forecasts  of  market  and
institutional factors which are the drivers of the phase changes of a cycle. The above-mentioned
means that the current development of the considered predictive models supposes a number of
risks connected with the accuracy of prediction and anticipation of cyclic fluctuations. Therefore,
there is a need of the scientific justification (verification) and approbation of the models of the
cyclical fluctuations constructed on the basis of the factors, which would have both the high
level of sensitivity to the changes in external and internal environment of the economic system,
and  the  high  level  of  the  predictability  of  cyclic  trends.  The  authors  have  theoretically
substantiated and approved the model of cyclical fluctuations of the economy. It is based ojn
the integrated cross-correlation indicator characterizing the expectations of economic agents.
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